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Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services in Territories of European Overseas (BEST)
EU Outermost Regions (ORs) and Overseas Countries and Territories (OCTs).
In July 2008 a conference in La Réunion - “Message from Reunion Island”.
2014 "Message from Guadeloupe“ – resulted in updated commitments
ORs & OCTs include over 150 islands
Rich biodiversity
More biodiverse than the whole of Europe

BEST III: Preparatory Action project for Europe
overseas
• A field base and participative approach: 7 regional knowledge
hubs, coordinated by staff involved in local projects, working for
and with local stakeholders.
• A science-based action strategy: for each region, with the
participation of local actors, BEST will develop 7 regional
ecosystem profiles, a proven tool to guide long-term
conservation efforts and investments.
• A networking instrument, connecting projects needing
support with funders interested in saving some biodiversity
hotspots of international importance.

South Atlantic
Ecosystem profile outcomes
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447 threatened species
45 priority KBAs (6,192km2)
>10% of land considered
terrestrial KBA

+ 2 corridors
(3,733km2)

Capacity in the region
13 local organisations
6 Falklands | 2 Ascension
4 St Helena | 1 Tristan da Cunha

Regional conservation
community: 39 NGOs

26 International organizations:
17 based in the UK
9 based elsewhere in the world
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27 KBAs in St Helena

Regional Investment Strategy (RIS)
What it is:
•
A follow-up document to the Ecosystem Profile, outlining the needs for funding in the region.
•

Identifies potential projects to address these priorities

What it is for
•

Aim is for the document to provide a focus for future potential funding for environmental and conservation work

•

Document also aims to inform the EU on the funding needs of the EU overseas

SOUTH ATLANTIC – Investment gaps
Existing funding
c€1,200,000/year (includes
BEST)
Estimated funding needs
over next 5 years:
10 million € (8.5 million £)*

*Based on results from the BEST South Atlantic Regional Investment
Strategy

Potential future BEST projects :
8 proposals
Total: €1670000
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Best platform

Best II projects

Best III profiles

Best 2.0 –
funding
mechanism

BEST 2.0
The BEST 2.0 Programme is a funding facility, supported by the European Commission as part of the EU Biodiversity for
Life (B4Life) flagship.
It aims to support the objectives of the BEST Initiative by facilitating the continuation of important environmental and
conservation work providing grant funding for small-scale and medium-scale field actions on the ground for
biodiversity conservation and sustainable development in the EU Overseas Countries and Territories (OCTs)
The OCTs are found in five
regions around the world:
• Pacific
• Caribbean
• South Atlantic
• Indian Ocean
• Polar and Sub-Polar

BEST 2.0
Responding to Messages from Reunion & Guadeloupe
Calling for:
A funding scheme for the protection of species and habitats
this is easily accessible, flexible, adapted to the local situation,
balances conservation and development needs, focuses on
small entities and NGOs; and supports regional collaboration.

BEST 2.0 Grant Facility
FLEXIBLE
 Wide scope – conservation, sustainable development, ecosystem restoration and
climate change adaptation & mitigation
TAILORED
 Regional approach
 Small and Medium sized grants (with different eligibility criteria)
 No co-financing required for Small Grants; 5% co-financing for Medium Grants
ACCESSIBLE
 Considerable capacity-building efforts to facilitate access for local organisations

Significant Needs
Not Fully Met
 Positive response to the 5 calls for proposals (130 eligible Full Proposals)
 Actors are willing and able to respond
 Mechanism is appropriate & responds to needs on the ground

< 50% of the eligible full
proposals could be funded
47%

53%

Millions

Not all eligible proposals could be funded, despite being of sufficient quality
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12.25
million

Total of grants requested was
2.5x the available funds

BEST 2.0 Portfolio
61 Projects Funded

Polar/Subpolar (Northern):
2 Projects

Caribbean: 20 Projects

South Atlantic:
6 Projects

Indian Ocean: 6 Projects

Pacific: 24 Projects

Polar/Subpolar
(Southern): 3 Projects

BEST 2.0
Supporting Essential Actions on the Ground in the OCTs

Millions

Nearly € 8 million invested
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Small Grants

Medium Grants

Regional Projects

Significant capacity building of local actors

32
23

>¾ of funded projects are led by local actors

Marine

6

Terrestrial

Coastal/Mixed

Topics
Wide Scope
1

7
Species Conservation
Protected Areas

29

14

Ecosystem Restoration
Climate Change

10

Sustainable Development/
Ecosystem Services

Capacity-Building
Significant Efforts to Provide Much Needed Support
Preparation and Application Phase
 12 capacity-building workshops for applicants
 206 participants in total
 Considerable support provided remotely by phone/email
 Guidance materials available online
Increase in the quality of applications received noted by the independent assessors

Project Management Phase
 4 capacity-building
management

workshops

for

project

 26 participants in total
 Monthly update/monitoring calls
 Field visits undertaken (8 projects visited to date)
 Guidance materials developed by the Secretariat
(Financial reporting guidelines; Guide for
calculating staff costs)

BEST 2.0 Portfolio
South Atlantic Focus

South Atlantic:
6 Projects

Total Investment: € 0.63 million
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Small Grants

Medium Grants
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Medium Grant
An ecological assessment of Ascension Island’s shallow-water
seamounts as candidate Marine Protected Areas
Where: Ascension Island

Led By: Ascension Island Government

End date: September 2018
Aim:
• Undertake a detailed ecological study of Ascension Island’s shallow-water seamounts to inform the need for
their inclusion in a large-scale pelagic Marine Protected Area (MPA)
• Assess the importance of Ascension’s seamounts as aggregation areas for pelagic megafauna and determine
the size of marine reserves needed to effectively protect such assemblages from the impacts of commercial
fisheries.

Small Grant
Developing a site-based conservation approach for sei whales
Where: Falkland Islands, Berkley Sound

Led by: Falklands
Conservation

September 2017
Aim: improve understanding of sei whale distribution, abundance, ecology and
interactions with human activities to inform future conservation measures.

 Increased understanding of sei whale abundance, distribution
and ecology at study site (documented in a Scientific Project
Report)
 Draft Code of Conduct developed for marine users to follow
to reduce impacts on sei whales and other cetaceans
 Sei whale photo-ID catalogue for 2017 produced (100+
individuals identified)
 Project recommendations will also be fed into a review of the
national cetaceans Species Action Plan
 Numerous communication activities and products

Small Grant
Forest Restoration and Improved Biosecurity on Nightingale
Island
Where: Tristan da Cunha, Nightingale Island

Led by: Government of Tristan da
Cunha, Conservation Department

June 2018

Aim: Keep Nightingale Island free from invasive alien species that would negatively
affect Phylica woodland, thereby securing the future of the Wilkins’ bunting through monitoring the
distribution, survival, and reproductive success.

Small Grant
Nurseries for nature: increasing capability at St Helena’s endemic
nurseries
Led by: St Helena National Trust
Where: St Helena
- EMD’s Peaks nursery
- EMD’s Scotland nursery
- Trust’s nursery at the Millennium Forest
January 2019
Aim:
 Upgrade plant nursery facilities, providing improved growing conditions to grow more native plants to put
back into the wild.
 Increase the number of local staff and consolidate and develop the propagation skills across the
conservation sector
 Establish a nursery production cycle for 6 endangered endemic species for which there is not a regular
output
 Establish a platform for communication and knowledge sharing amongst plant producers in the South
Atlantic OTs and further afield.
 Raise local awareness of the island’s threatened endemic plants and the habitats in which they survive
and the work being carried out to save them.

Small Grant
Trails and interpretation improvements in the Peaks National Park
Where: Saint Helena

Led by: St Helena Government
July 2017

Aim: to improve and make access to the Peaks National Park safer while
minimising disturbance to the sensitive environment

 4km of overgrown trails cleared and made accessible
 >200 m of boardwalks, staircases and handrails
installed
 1 hiking shelter constructed
 Display at a local community event

Small Grant
Restoration of Peak Dale’s St Helena Gumwood Forest
Where: St Helena, Peak Dale

Led by: Saint Helena Nature
Conservation Group (SNCG)

March 2018
Aim: halt the decline of the last gumwood forest on the island through best practice
techniques for forest restoration.

1171 Restoration of Peak Dale’s St
Helena Gumwood Forest
May 2016- March 2018
€4997.14

Restoration of Peak Dale’s St
Helena Gumwood Forest
•Peak Dale is the last remnant of
ancient St Helena gumwood
(Commidendrum robustum)
forest in the world.
•Critically endangered
•smothering from invasive nonnative tree species
•ring barking from rats and
rabbits
• trampling of seedlings
•soil erosion from feral livestock
•no natural regeneration

Project Objective: To halt the decline of the
last remnant endemic gumwood forest in St
Helena through development of best
practice techniques for gumwood forest
restoration.
Milestones:
1. Fencing of restoration area complete
with three high priority rabbit proof
compartments fenced
2. 2160 hours of invasive clearance
completed at Peak Dale
3. Peak Dale management plan drafted
4. Rat baiting completed on schedule
5. Restoration plantings almost complete

Basal Bark treatment on wild mango
Bradley Method Before Clearance

Basal Bark Treatment
•Used on invasives less then six
inches in diameter.
•Combination of diesel and Garlon
applied to the base of the tree and
sprayed painted to mark completed
•Diesel is an oil that acts as a carrier
for the herbicide
•Kills tree in-situ but may need
retreating for up to two years as
some species are prone to suckering.

After Clearance

Progress so far
• Rat baiting protocol and quarterly checks and re-baiting established. (449kg uptake)
• Initial flora survey completed with all saplings marked and GPS locations taken
• Use of the Bradley Method to tackle invasive woody species, the three principles; 1
work from the inside outwards, 2 keep disturbance as minimal as possible and 3 don't
over clear
• Monthly volunteer group Gumwood Guardians help with the restoration activities
• Regular Facebook, newspaper and radio coverage of the projects progress

Shameless Promotion

available at all good local retailers

